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Falke 80 serial 38 South Africa
January 15 2013 at 8:43 AM

Riaan Coetzee  (Login Riaan1)

Hi, My father-inlaw gave my son 8yrs a Falke 80 as he was no longer interested in keeping it. Of what is of interest is that his surname is Putzier(German). I asked him where he got it from, but unfortunatly he can not rememer boughtor got handed to him
by somebody. He mentioned that he will try and find out since when he got it. I could not help to wonder to, is these Falke's in South Africa is not linked to the German Settlers in East London and Port Elizabeth, South Africa. I would like to know how many
is around in these two Cities or Eastern Cape. 

DETAIS ON THE RIFLE 
 

The Serial Number is 38 (Can it please be added to the list) I Can not establish what MM it is as the I can not find anything. The lever is broken that closes the tap so I can not establish what number is (Any advice). The rifle is complete and in a excellent
conddition and as accurate as can be. I stopped my son from shooting with it due to the sentimental value and history. This will be his inheretence from his grand father with all research done. 

 
I am planning on sending it in to be gunblued, is this a good idea, as there is no rust. 

 Can I get a lever (Tap) somewhere and is it a good idea to make one. If this massage does not reach the right person can it be passed on to the right person. 
 

Greetings from South Africa 
 

Riaan

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Riaan January 15 2013, 6:25 PM 

Thanks for the details of your Falke 80 serial no.38. If possible, could you please email me some photos of this rifle, including one with the serial number shown clearly, or post them up here as links to a pic
hosting site? 

 
Interesting thought about the connection between Falke and the German settlers in RSA. Maybe there was a connection there, perhaps a family link between someone in Bennigsen where the Falke factory
was based and East London or Port Elizabeth? Or maybe your father in law was attracted to owning a German air rifle due to his own family origins?! Unfortunately it's not possible to locate the Falkes we
know about in RSA exactly to where in the country they are. 

 
I'm not sure I understand what's wrong with the tap? Has the manual lever broken away from the left side of the tap? And the (hidden) automatic opening lever on the other side of the tap is broken too? The
tap itself was hand lapped into the breech to make an air-tight seal, so if the lever is missing on your rifle, the best thing to do would be fabricate a new lever and attach it to the tap that remains. 

 
As for reblueing, from a collecting point of view it's best not to reblue it unless the original finish is really bad, although of course this is very much a question of personal taste. Usually when a rifle is
polished for rebluing, there is some damage to the original contours of the metalwork and of course all the history and character built up over the years is lost. So there is a price for refinishing it which is
usually not worth paying unless the gun is in very poor condition to begin with. 

 

 

------------------------------
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  Respond to this message   

Riaan
 (Login Riaan1)

Response January 16 2013, 7:22 AM 

Thanks for the quick response. I will deffinately not take it in for re-blueing (Thanks for the advice) It is only the lever where the number appears that closes the tap (Hope I describe the right part) that is
broken off. Is there a certain place a can look for the caliber. If it is in order with you I would like to see how many I can trace in South Africa and then forward it to you. I know this rifle has got an
additional long serial number to, as liceses was required at a certain stage (No longer required). If my suspicion is right these numbers were given in South Africa. I will provide you with that number to. I
am in the Police and if I can get possible E-mail numbers of owners in South Africa I can see if I can do some research in order to assist you. Telephone numbers if possible will be better so that I can speak
with them directly as not a lot of persons give details on the origen (previous owners. The one found in Durban, Natal will also have a RSA serial that can assist. 

 
Greetings 

Riaan

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi again Riaan January 16 2013, 12:28 PM 

Sorry, I forgot to mention the WBxxx... number found on most South African Falke underlevers, which I've been told was the import stamp made by customs or at subsequent registration. If you look
through the gallery you will see several examples of this marking. 

As for gathering a register of Falkes in RSA, you will have seen that I recently applied "last known residence" country information to the serial number database, although it's not comprehensive. 

I'm not comfortable with forwarding email/contact details of South African owners who wrote to me about their rifles but I have emailed each of them and forwarded your details, explaining what you
want to do and inviting them to get in touch. I hope that's OK with you? 
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Riaan
 (Login Riaan1)

Response January 16 2013, 12:58 PM 

Thanks, it is understandable. What you have given me already helps.I will keep you updated with all things received from South Africa. Will send you photo's soon. Do you mind sending me your e-mail
address as my surname is Coetzee(Netherlands) 

 
Kind Regards 

 
Riaan Coetzee 

 

 
  Respond to this message   

Riaan1
 (Login Riaan1)

Re: Falke 80 serial 38 South Africa January 25 2013, 10:04 AM 

Hi Garvin thanks for leeting me know, I am now the pride owner of two Falke's, will send you photos of all.

 
  Respond to this message   

Hans Lindegaard
 (Login enrumvej51)

Falke 80 serial Nr. 38 December 22 2013, 5:50 PM 

Hi 
 

Did you sell your Falke 80 to someone in Denmark? 
 

I have just aquired a Falke 80 with the same serial Number: 38. 
 

How else would that be possible?

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hans if you look December 22 2013, 8:19 PM 

at the serial number database you will see that quite a few serial number duplicates have emerged so far, so its perfectly possible yours is (yet!) another one... 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1332100805/last-1332100805/Falke+80+%26amp%3B+90+serial+no.+database 
 

Please supply close up pics of the serial numbers. 
 

Interesting that the bulk of duplicate serial numbers seem to have occurred in the lower ranges - could this indicate that the factory didn't take steps to ensure that only one rifle of each number went
out until late in production?
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